A generic algorithm for extraction, analysis and presentation of important journal information from online journals
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A generic algorithm for the extraction, analysis and presentation of summarised information from any individually searched journal is described. The algorithm currently analyses from a list of more than 7000 online available journals and displays desired information about the impact factor, publication numbers etc. It will help the user in sorting suitable alternatives for the dissemination of his/her research findings.
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Introduction

In today’s web world, a large and quickly mounting amount of information is continuously produced, shared and consumed. Web data extraction systems represent a broad class of software applications, which offers the extraction of information from web sources¹² with a limited human effort and then stores the collected information for further processing. The processed information is converted to the desired structured format for targeted applications³⁴. The web data extraction systems are useful for a wide range of applications, including the analysis of text documents (like e-mails, support forum, technical and legal documentation etc), business and competitive intelligence⁵, trends of social web platforms⁶⁷ and bio-informatics⁸. The state-of-the-art of the web data extraction has been evaluated in a number of reviews. Laender et al. proposed the classification of web data extraction systems by introducing a set of criteria and a qualitative analysis of various such tools⁹. Kushmerick proposed the profiling of the web data extraction through finite state approaches, including the wrapper induction approach (automatic generation of wrappers) and the maintenance approach (updating of wrapper each time the structure of the web source changes)¹⁰. Natural Language Processing and Hidden Markov Models were also discussed. Some other informative articles on the wrapper induction approach include the work of Flesca et al.¹¹ and Kaiser and Miksch¹². The papers from Chang et al.¹³ and Fiumara¹⁴ discuss the tri-dimensional categorization of web data extraction systems on the basis of task difficulties, techniques used and degree of automation. Sarawagi¹⁵ has also summarized some useful information in the related context. The work from Arasu and Garcia-Molina¹⁶ and Elmeleegy et al.¹⁷ may deserve special mention. The former authors presented an algorithm ‘ExALG’ for extracting the structured data from web pages by employing a two-step concept, involving the discovery of sets of tokens associated with the same type constructor in the (unknown) template used to create the input pages, and using the above sets to deduce the template that extracts the values encoded in the pages. Elmeleegy et al.¹⁷ proposed the ‘ListExtract’ technique to extract data from the webpages that are arranged in the form of list. The technique executes as a sequence operations over the input list which can be divided into three steps, an independent splitting phase, an alignment phase, and a final refinement phase. Both the above reports targeted the structured web pages. The unstructured data management systems (UDMSs) are the software systems that analyze raw text data, extract and integrate structures from them, and build
UDMSs are a relevant and challenging example of web data extraction systems. The contributions from Doan et al.\textsuperscript{18}, describing Cimple (UDMSs developed at the University of Wisconsin) and Baumgartner et al.\textsuperscript{19} are the two most relevant surveys on the state-of-the-art of the UDMs. A recent survey from Ferrara et al.\textsuperscript{20} also covers the main developments. The development of UDMSs may be targeted for various important applications; however, not many reports are available on the management of unstructured data at this time.

A researcher is always interested in submitting his research work in a domain specific journal with wide readership and reputation. In most of the scientific and technical areas, a researcher would make a decision with respect to the topic profile and impact factor of the journal. The user generally has to visit individual journal’s home page to access the desired information. The ever-growing trend of introducing new journals by different big and small publishers, along with the emergence of unstructured data at this time, makes it a difficult for an individual to identify the most suitable journals for submission of research article.

In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for the selective extraction and analysis of the specific information from various journals. The user can access the relevant information about the included set of journals through a simple search string. More than 7000 journals have been so far added in the locally stored server and efforts are being made to include many more journals. As an example, all the Elsevier journals (around 2700 journals), with list of subject-wise journals has been included in the database and user can access the vital information from any journal through a single search query. (Fig. 1).
large amount of unstructured data from web pages are extracted, analyzed, cleaned and organized in relational tables. The suggested method for the data extraction does not depend upon the lists or preformatted templates.

Problem definition and strategy

Consider an unstructured web page consisting of data values of heterogeneous nature: The data values would be extracted from attributes in order to form a relation so that the same can be grouped into tuples. The strategy for the data extraction include: Identification of the key data elements and grouping on the basis of their attributes; Pre-processing of the data elements for the identification of the noise contained in the tuples; and Processing of the elements by recursive algorithm to remove the noisy data along with tabulation of the tuples. The problem can be briefly described as “the extraction of relevant url’s from an unstructured webpage of ‘n’ html elements with ‘u’ numbers of linked url’s having associated label ‘l’.

Algorithm overview

Herein applied algorithm performs URL extraction and filtering operations, followed by repeated iteration on the relevant URLs and finally storing the results in the database along with their descriptions. Each stored URL page is read to identify the subject URL, journal name, journal URL, which are stored in the database. Subsequently, for each stored URL, the whole webpage (including ‘about the journal’ page) is read and the impact factor is updated in the corresponding tuple. The different steps can be divided into the following phases:

Phase 1 (Extraction)

This phase extracts all the URLs from the journal domain name and filters the records based on reserved keyword (Fig 2). Each record is read and its URL is explored to search for impact factor. If found, the information is updated in the table (Fig 3), else another reserved keyword’s URL is accessed to extract the desired impact factor (Fig 4).
Phase 2 (Cleaning)

A table is created with attributes—Publisher, Subject, Journal Name, Journal URL and Impact Factor (Fig. 2) with candidate keys as

Publisher, Subject, Journal Name -> Journal URL
Publisher, Subject, Journal Name -> Impact Factor

A sub-set is then calculated for each tuple of the impact factor attributes and undesired entries (i.e. HTML tags) are truncated.

Phase 3 (Classification)

The resulted data is updated in the table containing information about the impact factor of each journal.

Phase 4 (Presentation)

The search parameter is passed on to the table having journal name and impact factor to retrieve the resultant impact factor along with the information about the citation index.

Extraction phase

This phase is sub-divided into two phases:-

Pre-Phase (URL Extraction)

A URL of a publisher’s website is passed as parameter and the total numbers of URLs are calculated. All URLs and their corresponding labels are retrieved. When a search request is received, each URL is checked with respect to the entered query and only the relevant URLs are considered. The herein used algorithm ‘RetrieveURL’ extracts the URLs from the publishers’ domain and then filters them according to the search string. Figure 2 shows the total number of URLs extracted and Figure 3 shows the URLs with “journal” keyword. After employing RetrieveURLs algorithm, 33 rows are added to the list out of 193 extracted URLs when passing Elsevier URL (a demonstrative parameter in the present case).

Algorithm 1 RetrieveURLs:
1. retrievurls (journaldomainname)
2. retrieve all URLs
3. if URL contains “journal”
4. add URL to list
5. return URL list

Post-Phase (Impact Factor Extraction):

Total numbers of URLs are calculated and each URL is read. The URLs without “#” in the last and satisfying the keyword “journal” are stored in the database table T1 (URL | URL Label | Publisher’s Name). Subsequently, each record of the database table T1 is read to fetch further details from the individual URL and the attributes about the Journal...
name, Journal URL are stored in the database table T2 (URL, Journal Name, Journal URL) (Fig. 4).

Algorithm 2: ReadImpactFactor
1. read_impactfactor(urlist)
2. while(urlist has url)
3. readpage(url)
4. end while

The database table T2 is read for each URL and is then updated with the attribute Impact factor, if found; Else the URL page is read for the keyword “about this journal” and the found information is updated in table T2.

Algorithm 3: Read Page:
1. readpage(url)
2. if page contains “impact factor”
3. boolean ischaractorfound;
4. int last_index=0;
5. int first_index= impact_factor_contain_data.first
6. while(ischaractorfound)
7. char ch=impact_factor_contain_data.read(first_index)
8. if(ch conatin '<')
9. last_index=first_index;
10. break;
11. else
12. first_index++;
13. end while;
14. impact_factor=sub_string(impact_factor_contain_data(first_index,last_index)
15. update database impact_factor;
16. end if
17. else
18. readallurl(url)
19. if url contains “about this journal”
20. readpage(url)
21. end if
22. end else

Cleaning phase
The extracted table (Fig. 5) may contain undesired noisy tuples in Impact Factor attributes, which needs to be eliminated before the table is processed for classification. In this section, we describe the method to filter out the dirty and erroneous data. It is usually a two-step process, involving the detection and correction of errors in a data set. To detect the errors, three procedures have been employed: Descriptive Statistics, Scatter Plot and Histogram. In context of the present work, the accuracy of the impact factor

![Fig. 4—Retrieval of impact factor from journals' URLs](image-url)
The standard deviation has been employed to detect the erroneous data. Fig. 6 gives the information about the scattering of the desired 'impact factor' data with respect to the different journals searched. It can be deduced that the desired values are within the reasonable and acceptable ranges. Some manual checking also confirmed that the extracted impact factor data were in coherence with the actual values.

Presentation

Fig. 5 contains the attributes viz. Publisher, Subject, Journal Name, Journal URL and Impact Factor. Extraction and Presentation algorithm were implemented in Java. The interface for accessing the table and presentation of the desired result provides the convenient space for entering the search parameter. The web request is passed to the table and the corresponding impact factors are displayed (Fig. 7).

Experiments

Necessary experiments have been performed to study the accuracy and performance of the three extraction algorithms i.e RetrieveURLs, ReadImpactFactor and ReadPage algorithm. After applying the said algorithms, the record set is cleansed. Passing of a search parameter on the web server through HTTP service presents the result of the desired query. Finally, the obtained result is compared with the manually searched documents on the actual Elsevier domain.

Setup

The whole experimental setup for the Elsevier publications is shown as Fig. 8.

We consider the JList, that holds Journal URLs along with their labels, and IFList, that holds the details about publisher (in this case Elsevier), journal, subject and impact factor. A URL address of the publisher's domain (http://www.elsevier.com/journals/subjects#) works as a parameter to retrieve all the contained URLs from the web page. These retrieved URLs are added to JList and the algorithm RetrieveURLs then filters the obtained record sets which match with the desired journal hyperlink. Simultaneously, the URLs
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Fig. 6—Scatter plot of Journal vs. impact factor

Total 22 results

**Computerized Medical Imaging and Gr.**
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/computerized-medical-imaging-and-graphics/
Impact Factor: 1.167
Impact Factor:
2011: 1.407
© Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports 2012
5-Year Impact Factor: 1.952
Five-Year Impact Factor:
2011: 1.583
To calculate the five-year impact factor, citations are counted in 2011 to the previous five years and divided by the source items published in the previous five years.
© Journal Citation Reports 2012. Published by Thomson Reuters
Impact: ELSEVIER
ISSN: 0895-6111

**Medical Image Analysis**
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/medical-image-analysis/
Impact Factor: 4.424
Impact Factor:
2011: 4.424
© Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports 2012
5-Year Impact Factor: 4.512
Five-Year Impact Factor:
2011: 4.512
To calculate the five-year impact factor, citations are counted in 2011 to the previous five years and divided by the source items published in the previous five years.
© Journal Citation Reports 2012. Published by Thomson Reuters
Impact: ELSEVIER
ISSN: 1361-8365

**International Journal of Medical M.**
http://www.elsevier.com/journals/international-journal-of-medical-microbiology/1438-4221
Impact Factor: 1.173
Impact Factor:
2011: 1.173
© Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports 2012

Fig. 7—Demonstration of user interface for the search of impact factors
not having the keyword “journal” are dropped. The total number of hyperlinks on the domain web page is 193 and only 33 relevant record sets are added to the JList. These 33 records denote the actual number of subjects in which journals are grouped. JList contains the URL, caption of the hyperlink and attributes. The same can be presented as JList(Publisher, Subjects, SubjectURL).

The IFList (Publisher, Subject, Journal Name, Journal URL, Impact Factor) is then populated by importing the data from the JList URLs. The collected information contains Journal name and URL, publisher’s name and subject. At this stage the attribute Impact factor remains NULL. The total number of tuples (including duplicates) extracted from web pages and added to the IFList is 4438 out of 7492 tuples. Finally, each web page from the IFList is parsed with the individual Journal URLs and the attribute Impact factor is updated in the list. The total number of journals from which the impact factors could be extracted is 3052. This is 68.76% of the total number of journals available.

**Overall performance**

- Performance ratio vis-à-vis the total number of subjects listed on the Elsevier and the extraction performed herein in JList: 1
- Performance ratio vis-à-vis the total number of Journals on the Elsevier domain and the extraction performed herein in IFList: 0.98
- Performance ratio vis-à-vis the total number of Journals on the Elsevier domain and the Impact factor extraction: 0.68.

The seemingly incomplete extraction of Impact factor values is mainly due to the fact a large numbers of journals might not have been indexed for this particular parameter, and thus not having the values on the web pages.

**Application of extraction algorithm**

Extraction algorithm is a generic algorithm to extract unstructured data from publisher’s domain such as Elsevier. The presented impact factor data in this paper has been retrieved only for the journals available in the Elsevier domain. However, the said algorithm can also extract the impact factors from other publisher’s domain. One can also use the proposed algorithm for the indexing of the followings:

**Citation Index:** As with the case of impact factor, we can extract the total citation index of the journals from unstructured data by parsing the web pages available in the publisher’s domain.
Intelligent analysis for researcher: A researcher can analyze the journals along with their impact factor subject-wise that helps in seeking the right journal to publish the paper without visiting each publisher’s domain and journals.

Conclusions
The developed extraction algorithm is able to extract unstructured data from multiple publishers’ domain. The proposed generic algorithm would not require major changes for the comprehensive analysis of various journals. This has been experimentally validated by applying the extraction algorithm on Elsevier domain. The authors have also successfully tested the process for other publishers’ domain, such as Springer, Nature, American Chemical Society, Wiley, etc. It has been possible to create a database of more than 10,000 journals with filtered information on the impact factor and Journal subject. The extraction algorithm can be further extended to deduce other web information such as average impact factor of previous years and citation index that may further extend the utility of the proposed algorithm.
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